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Agenda
•Overview of Data Management
•Data Management Plans for Grant Proposals
•Library Services
2
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Definition
"Data Management is the process of controlling the 
information generated during a research project“
Penn State University Libraries
3
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Importance
4
Funding
Security
Validity
Publishing
.
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Data Management Components
5
Data
Metadata
Storage & Backup
Preservation & Sharing
Legal & Ethical Issues
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Data
•“Digital recorded factual material commonly accepted in the 
scientific community as necessary to validate research findings 
including data sets used to support scholarly publications...” 
~Office of Science & Technology Policy
•Consider file formats
• Open*
• Widely used in your discipline
6
*specification is published, see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_format
6
Metadata
•Provides contextual 
and descriptive 
information
•Aids in discovery
•Should use 
standards, if possible
• http://www.dcc.ac.uk/
resources/metadata-
standards
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http://datadryad.org/resource/doi:10.5061/dryad.1321/1
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Backup
8
Copies Media Types Remote
3 2 1
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Storage & Backup Options at UNL
•Personal computer
•Departmental servers
•Box
•External hard drives
•Holland Computing Center
•Nsave backup by ITS
9
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Ethical & Legal Considerations
•If human subjects, how will privacy be protected?
•What are the terms of use for the data?
•What about patents, export controls?
•Consider in terms of storage, access, and potential 
sharing
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Preservation & Sharing
•Identify what data will be preserved and shared, when, 
where and for how long
•Consider embargo periods for shared data
•Explore data repositories for preservation, sharing and 
reuse
•Use re3data.org to search for repositories in your discipline
•Popular repositories include ICPSR, Dryad, and Figshare
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Data Management Components
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Planning
Data
Metadata
Storage & Backup
Preservation & Sharing
Legal & Ethical Issues
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NSF Basic DMP Requirements
1. Types of data
2. Standards for data and metadata
3. Policies for sharing and protection
4. Provisions for re-use
5. Plans for preservation
13From the Grant Proposal Guide (http://www.nsf.gov/pubs/policydocs/pappguide/nsf13001/gpg_2.jsp)
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DMPs for Proposals
•Follow guidelines provided by granting agency, 
directorate, division, and solicitation
•Keep the plan clear, complete, and concise
•Refer back to the project proposal, if necessary
•Start early!
•Recheck requirements for changes
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Data Identifiers
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“Message error 404” by Roberto Zingales, https://www.flickr.com/photos/filicudi/2891898817 (CC BY 2.0)
•Persistent identifiers 
assist in citation and 
long-term access 
•Common systems 
include:
• DOI
• ARK
• URN
• PURL
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Researcher Identifiers: ORCID
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• Disambiguation
• Link to professional 
activities
• Sample ID: 
0000-0002-4671-061X
http://www.orcid.og
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Services at UNL Libraries
•Workshops
•Consultations
•UNL Data Repository & Registry
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Roche DG, Lanfear R, Binning SA, Haff TM, Schwanz LE, et al. (2014) 
Troubleshooting Public Data Archiving: Suggestions to Increase 
Participation. PLoS Biol 12(1): e1001779. doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1001779
http://127.0.0.1:8081/plosbiology/article?id=info:doi/10.1371/journal.pbio.
1001779
UNLDR
•Deposit inactive datasets
•Data can be private or public 
(with embargo if needed)
•Assign DOIs to public data
•Guarantee 20 years
•50GB free for UNL 
researchers
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Bach, Roger and Batelaan, Herman (2015): Electron Double Slit and Talbot-Lau Inteferometer. UNL 
Data Repository. Dataset. http://dx.doi.org/10.13014/K2RN35SZ
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Resources
Overview: unl.libguides.com/datamanagement
Sample
DMPs: go.unl.edu/sample_dmps
UNLDR: dataregistry.unl.edu
Email: jthoegersen2@unl.edu
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